USC FOOTBALL 2022 GAME DAY PLANNING

The much-anticipated USC Trojan 2022 Football season is finally here! New Head Coach Lincoln Riley and his team are generating incredible buzz and excitement – we expect full crowds on campus and at the Coliseum all year! Along with the new Coach, we have some new processes and technology to help you navigate and plan your game day experience.

ON-CAMPUS TAILGATING

Reservations are again required! Please visit https://gameday.usc.edu/tailgate-registration/ for complete details and to apply. REMINDER: You cannot enter campus/set up tailgates until 6 hours before kickoff (even with a reservation)

CAMPUS PARKING

Event parking this season is $40/vehicle, and we are now completely CASHLESS!

Four of our campus parking structures now feature Text2Park technology – all you need is your license plate, a mobile phone, and a credit card! Drive straight in, park in any normal, unmarked space in any of the yellow or green locations below (click on the map to open as a webpage), and text the location code (by the elevator or stairwell) to 25023. These structures are patrolled using LPR (License Plate Reader) technology, so be sure to enter your license plate information correctly, and pay as soon as you park your car.

The Downey and McCarthy structures (in cardinal on the map) are open to first-come, first-served sales (credit cards only); the Flower and Royal structures (in black on the map) are not available for daily sales this season.